UMS urged
to offer
diploma in
creative
.
writing
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TAWAU: Universiti Malaysia
Sabah (UMS) has been urged
to offer a creative writing
course at diploma level to produce competent writers to
help boost development in
the State.
In making
the suggestion,
State
Assistant
Minister for
Resource
Development
and Information Technology
Datuk Hamisa Samat (pic)
said UMS could do this in collaboration with the Dewan
Bahasa dan Pustaka (DBP).
She said efforts must be
made to document the rich
natural resources, flora and
fauna and history of Sabahror
future generations.
"Maybe, the time has
come for the Sabah branch of
DBP and UMS to work together and set up a creative writing
course at diploma level for
students with the Malaysian
Certificate of Education
(SPM)," she said when
launching a book-writing
competition, here, Tuesday
night. Also present was Sabah
DBP Director Jamaluddin
Mohd Sulong.
Hamisa, who · is the State
Assemblyman for Tanjung
Batu, said Sabah had many
creative writers who had contributed to the growth of general knowledge and literature.
In this regard, she said, a
continuation of the roles of
the local writers was apt in the
socio-cultural development of
Sabah to face global challenges in the future.
Meanwhile, Jamaluddin
said Sabah DBP would redouble its efforts to produce more
general reading books in the
state this year.

Four accused t
SHAH AIAM: The four accused in the
of cosmetics millionairess Datuk Sosua~
Lawiya and three other individuals will
their fate today (Thursday) after the
which received wide media coverage
an end on Tuesday after almost two years.
Shah Alam High Court Judge
Akhtar Tahir is scheduled to deliver
much-awaited verdict at 9am to
(Thursday). Sosilawati, bank
Noorhisham Mohamad, lawyer
Abdul Karim and Sosilawati's
Kamaruddin Shamsuddin were repo
missing after going to Banting over land
ters in 2010.
Their missing led to the arrest of
N.Pathmanabhan and three farmhands,
Thilaiyalagan, R.Matan and R.Kathavaraval
who were subsequently charged with
dering the four individuals.
Pathmanabhan, 43, Thilaiyalagan,
Matan, 22, and Kathavarayan, 33,
alleged to have murdered Sosilawati,
Noorhisham, 38, Ahmad Kamil, 32, a
Kamaruddin, 44, at Lot 2001, Jalan
Layang, Tanjung Sepat near Banting
8.30pm and 9.45pm on Aug 30, 2010.
four were charged under Section 302 of
Penal Code, which carries the mandat~
death sentence, if convicted.
The prosecution team comprised
public prosecutors Idham Abd Ghani,
Mohd Yusoff and Saiful Edris - ·

Cuepacs jo·
to boycott A·
on Utusan re
KUALA LUMPUR: Umno-owned
reported a civil servants union and
joining its boycott of AirAsia a
AirAsia X, after the latter firm's
demned the newspaper for its ra
headline targeting the Chinese foll
polls.
The Malay broadsheet cited
Unions of Employees in the Public
( Cuepacs) in a front-page rep or
workers to avoid the budget a·
fly aboard national carrier Ma
and its sister company, Firefly, for
week school holidays.
"The power of 1.4 million ci
an impact on AirAsia, so I ask

